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ABSTRACT: We present an ab initio potential for the H−CO(X̃2A′) complex in
which the CO bond length is varied and the long-range interactions between H and
CO are accurately represented. It was computed using the spin-unrestricted open-shell
single and double excitation coupled cluster method with perturbative triples [RHF-
UCCSD(T)]. Three doubly augmented correlation-consistent basis sets were utilized
to extrapolate the correlation energy to the complete basis set limit. More than 4400
data points were calculated and used for an analytic fit of the potential: long-range
terms with inverse power dependence on the H−CO distance R were fit to the data
points for large R, the reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) method was applied
to the data at smaller distances. Our potential was compared with previous calculations
and with some data extracted from spectroscopy. Furthermore, it was used in three-
dimensional discrete variable representation (DVR) calculations of the vibrational
frequencies and rotational constants of HCO, which agree very well with the most
recently measured data. Also the dissociation energy D0 = 0.623 eV of HCO into H + CO obtained from these calculations
agrees well with experimental values. Finally, we made preliminary two-dimensional (2D) calculations of the cross sections for
rotationally inelastic H−CO collisions with the CO bond length fixed and obtained good agreement with recently published 2D
results.

1. INTRODUCTION

As the second most abundant molecule in the universe, carbon
monoxide (CO) is typically observed in star-forming regions
and protoplanetary disks, and in external galaxies. It is
commonly used as a tracer of physical conditions in the
regions where CO infrared emission is observed. To extract
astrophysical parameters from the observed spectral lines, it is
often not appropriate to assume local thermodynamic
equilibrium (LTE) in the dilute gas of astronomical sources.
Non-LTE methods used to analyze the available observations
require collisional rate coefficients.1,2 The interpretation of the
observed CO spectral lines critically relies on the collisional rate
coefficients of CO with the dominant collision partners: H, H2,
and He.3,4 These rate coefficients can be obtained from
scattering calculations based on potentials of CO with its
collision partners, thus accurate potential energy surfaces
(PESs) are urgently needed.
Compared with CO−H2 or CO−He, the interaction

between CO and H is relatively strong and the equilibrium
CO bond length in HCO is substantially larger than in free CO.
Hence, a three-dimensional (3D) potential with CO bond
length dependence is needed. Pioneering work on the dynamics
of HCO based on the 3D BBH potential constructed by
Bowman, Bitman, and Harding was carried out by Bowman and
co-workers.5−7 Werner et al. discovered later that the BBH
potential and its empirically modified versions6,7 did not
reproduce well the spectroscopic data of Tobiason et al.,8 so
they developed the 3D Werner-Keller-Schinke (WKS)
potential.9,10 This potential was based on elaborate high-quality

complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) and
multireference configuration interaction (MRCI) calculations,
with special attention for the conical intersections between the
potentials of different electronic states. Much theoreti-
cal5−7,9−13 and experimental8,14−19 work has been devoted to
the study of resonances that play an important role in the
photodissociation of HCO into H + CO. Classical and
(approximate) quantum mechanical scattering calculations20−22

studying the rotational and vibrational (de)excitation of CO in
collisions with hot H atoms have been performed with both the
BBH and WKS potentials. It was found that the well region of
the potential is important especially for vibrationally inelastic
collisions, and that the rotationally inelastic scattering cross
sections deviated from experimental data probably because the
van der Waals region of the potential was insufficiently
accurate.
In the present paper we focus on the lower energy region of

the HCO potential surface. The cross sections for rotational
and vibrational (de)excitation of CO in collisions with H atoms
are important for astrophysical modeling. Shepler et al.23 have
shown recently that the rotationally inelastic H−CO collision
cross sections critically depend on the long-range behavior of
the PES, especially for collisions at low energies. Calculations
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on the WKS potential produced much larger values of these
cross sections than on the BBH potential and also disagree with
the cross sections computed by Shepler et al. on their
CCSD(T) and MRCI potentials. The analysis in ref 23
shows that the reason for this discrepancy is that the WKS
potential does not reflect well the anisotropic long-range van
der Waals interaction. Shepler et al. paid much attention to
make their potentials describe the correct long-range behavior,
but they only produced two-dimensional (2D) potentials23 with
the CO bond length fixed.
The goal of this Article is to provide an accurate 3D ab initio

potential energy surface of the H−CO complex in the ground
state (X̃2A′) with explicit consideration of the long-range
behavior. Details of the ab initio electronic structure
calculations are given in the next section. Section 3 describes
the fit procedure and shows the accuracy of the fit. In Section
4.1, we present our potential, compare it with previous studies,
and discuss some properties. Furthermore, we compare in this
section the rotationally inelastic H−CO collision cross sections
computed on our potential with results obtained on the 2D
potentials of Shepler et al. In Section 4.2 we use our potential
surface to compute the vibrational frequencies and rotational
constants of HCO by means of a 3D discrete variable
representation (DVR) method, and we show that they are in
good agreement with the best available experimental data. The
conclusion and outlook are given in Section 5.

2. AB INITIO CALCULATIONS
In order to explore the structure of the global potential energy
surface, we first performed state-averaged CASSCF24,25

calculations. The goal of these calculations was to identify
conical intersections of the ground state potential of A′
symmetry with the potentials that correlate with the lowest
excited Π state of CO. Starting with orbitals from restricted
Hartree−Fock (RHF) calculations in an augmented correla-
tion-consistent polarized valence quadruple-ζ (aug-cc-pVQZ)
basis26 we performed three-state averaged full valence CASSCF
calculations with 11 electrons in 9 active orbitals. They revealed
the existence of a conical intersection at nonlinearity, in
addition to those that were already found at the linear H−CO
and CO−H structures.9,10 However, all of these intersections
occur at considerably higher energies than the lowest conical
intersection identified by Werner et al., which occurs at
approximately 1.4 eV ≈ 11000 cm−1 above the H + CO
asymptotic limit.9,10 Since we are interested in H−CO
collisions for rotational and v = 0 → 1 vibrational (de)-
excitation of CO at lower collision energies, we may assume
that we only need the ground-state potential of A′ symmetry in
the energy region well below all conical intersections. Full
CASSCF and MRCI calculations as performed by Werner et
al.9,10 are therefore not needed. On the other hand, we wish our
potential to be especially accurate in the long-range, so we had
to use a method that is size-extensive (see ref 27, Section 13.3).
We adopted the spin-unrestricted open-shell single and double
excitation coupled cluster method28,29 with perturbative
triples30 [UCCSD(T)], with the molecular orbitals from RHF
calculations. Some further discussion on the effects of the
conical intersections is given below, after the presentation of
our calculated potential and its analytic fit.
The ab initio electronic structure calculations were

performed with the MOLPRO 2000 package.31 Doubly
augmented correlation-consistent d-aug-cc-pVnZ basis sets26

were used with n = 3, 4, and 5, and the correlation energy was

extrapolated to the complete basis set (CBS) limit.32,33 The H−
CO interaction energy was calculated with the Boys and
Bernardi counterpoise correction to avoid the basis-set
superposition error34 (BSSE), i.e., the interaction energies
were determined as EHCO−ECO−EH, with the H and CO
monomers computed in the same one-electron basis as the H−
CO dimer. In total, we calculated 4428 interaction energies:
3744 grid points used in the fit and 684 random points to test
the fit.
The grid is based on three Jacobi coordinates, shown in

Figure 1: the CO bond length r, the distance R, i.e., the length

of the vector R pointing from the center of mass of CO to the
H nucleus, and the angle θ between R and the CO axis r. For θ
we employed 13 Gauss-Legendre quadrature points in the
range from 0° to 180°. We chose 32 points for the R coordinate
from 2.0 a0 to 20.0 a0. In the range of 2.0 a0 ≤ R < 6.0 a0, the
step size ΔR is 0.2 a0, while ΔR equals 0.4 a0 in the range of 6.0
a0 ≤ R < 8.0 a0. A logarithmically spaced grid with seven points
is applied for the range of 8.0 a0 ≤ R ≤ 20.0 a0. The vibrational
coordinate r is varied from 1.65 a0 to 2.85 a0, including 1.65,
1.85, 2.05, 2.1322, 2.20, 2.25, 2.45, 2.65, and 2.85 a0.
We note that the RHF-UCCSD(T) method is a single-

reference electron correlation method, which will fail near the
conical intersections and in the CO bond dissociation region.
The so-called T1 diagnostic

35−37 is a measure for the amount of
multireference behavior; the larger the value of this T1
diagnostic, the less reliable the results from the single-reference
electron correlation method are. In this work, we removed or
reduced the weight of five ab initio points, because of their bad
T1 diagnostic (ranging from 0.085 to 0.142).

3. FIT PROCEDURE
The 3D H−CO potential is written as the sum of the CO
diatomic potential and the interaction energy between H and
CO

θ θ= +V r R V r V r R( , , ) ( ) ( , , )HCO CO int (1)

The CO diatomic molecule potential VCO(r) was obtained from
the vibrational energies Gv and rotational constants Bv
measured by Le Floch38 by means of the first-order
semiclassical Rydberg−Klein−Rees (RKR) procedure, as
implemented by Le Roy.39 The analytical H−CO interaction
potential Vint(r,R,θ) was obtained from a fit to our ab initio
RHF-UCCSD(T) H−CO interaction energies. We first fitted
its θ-dependence, then its R-dependence, and finally its r-
dependence, with the following procedure.

Figure 1. Jacobi coordinates for H−CO; Q denotes the CO center of
mass.
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The θ-dependence of the interaction energy for each of the
(r,R) points was expanded as

∑θ θ=
=

V r R V r R P( , , ) ( , ) (cos )
l

l lint
0

12

(2)

where the Pl(cos θ) are Legendre polynomials with l = 0−12.
The expansion coefficients Vl(r,R) are calculated by means of a
13-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature when the vibrational
coordinate r is ≤2.20 a0. For larger r, five points with T1
diagnostic larger than 0.085 were removed or weighted by a
factor less than 0.01 in the fit process. In this case, the Gauss-
Legendre quadrature grid is incomplete, so another method is
needed. We employed the linear least-squares fitting procedure
with Tikhonov regularization40 in which the term αΣl|l

2Vl(r,R)|
2

is added to the residual. The factor α was set to 10−10 to ensure
that strong oscillations (associated with large l values) are
damped out in the fit.
Then, we represented the coefficients Vl(r,R) by analytical

functions of R, for each value of r. For the terms with l ≤ 5, the
long-range and short-range contributions were fit separately,
and summed

= +V r R V r R V r R( , ) ( , ) ( , )l l
lr

l
sr( ) ( )

(3)

The dominant long-range interactions between H and CO are
dispersion forces. Smaller contributions are the interactions
between the (small) dipole and higher multipoles of CO and
the multipole moments induced on the H atom. From
perturbation theory with the interaction operator in the
multipole expansion, it follows that all of these long-range
interactions depend on the H−CO distance as R−n, with the
leading term having n = 6. The theory shows, moreover,41 that
this leading power n depends on the anisotropy of the
interaction, as defined by the index l in the angular expansion of
eq 2. We took this relation into account in our fit of the analytic
form

∑ β= − −V r R V r f R R( , ) ( ) ( )l
lr

n
nl

lr
n

n( ) ( )

(4)

to the long-range data for R > 10 a0. Only terms with even n + l
were included. For l = 0, 2 the inverse powers n of R−n start
with ni = 6, while for l = 1, 3 the first term has ni = 7. When l ≥
4, n begins with ni = l + 4. Only the leading term with R−ni was
included in Vl

(lr)(R,r); the coefficient Vnil
(lr)(r) of this term was

obtained from a least-squares fit of the first two terms with R−ni

and R−ni−2 in eq 4 to the energies at the five long-range R values
with R > 10 a0. The coefficient of the second term changed
considerably when this fit was restricted to a subset of these
long-range R values, while that of the leading term remained

practically the same. Therefore, we included only the latter. The
long-range coefficients Vnl

(lr)(r) obtained from our fits for all
values of r are listed in Table 1. The functions f n(βR) are
Tang−Toennies damping functions42 defined as

∑= −
!

−

=

f x
x
k

( ) 1 en
x

k

n k

0 (5)

with x = βR and the parameter β set to 2.0a0
−1. They suppress

the singular behavior of the long-range terms in the short-range.
No explicit long-range contributions were calculated for l > 5.
After subtraction of the long-range contributions with l ≤ 5

from Vl(r,R), the short-range contributions Vl
(sr)(r,R) were

obtained for each value of r by interpolation over the full range
of R with the reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS)
method.43,44 The smoothness parameter n of the RKHS
method (see eq 9 in ref 43) was fixed to 2, while the RKHS
parameter m that determines the asymptotic behavior of
Vl
(sr)(r,R) was chosen to depend on the value of l. For l ≤ 5, m

was set to ni+1, so Vl
(sr)(r,R) decays asymptotically as R−ni−2. For

l > 5, where no separate long-range contributions were
calculated, m was set to ni−1, so that Vl(r,R) decays as R

−ni.
Finally, the values of the potential Vint(rp,Ri,θj) on the grid

points rp, calculated at arbitrary values of Ri,θj with the
functions obtained from the previous fits in θ and R, were fitted
to a polynomial expansion

∑θ θ= +
=

V r R C R P Ar B( , , ) ( , ) ( )i j
k

k i j kint
0

5

(6)

The orthogonal polynomials Pk(Ar+B) are Legendre poly-
nomials in the coordinate Ar + B with scaling parameters A and
B chosen such that the range 1.65 a0 ≤ r ≤ 2.85 a0 is linearly
mapped onto the required interval from −1 to +1. The
expansion coefficients Ck(Ri,θj) were obtained from a weighted
linear least-squares fit. Points with higher energies (Vint > 0.1
Eh) are less important in bound state and lower energy
scattering calculations, so we chose an exponentially decreasing
weight

= γ− −w e V( 0.1)int (7)

for those points, with γ = 4 and all quantities in the exponent
given in Eh. The fit accuracy and the correct short-range
repulsive behavior are conserved by this procedure.
The accuracy of the fit was tested in two ways. First, by

comparison of potential energies from the fit with the ab initio
values used, for all data points with Vint(rp,Ri,θj) ≤ 0.1 Eh, but
with the exclusion of the five points that had bad T1 diagnostics.
The root-mean-square error (RMSE) defined by

Table 1. Coefficients Vnl
(lr)(r) [in Eha0

n] of the Long-Range R−n Terms in Eq 4 Obtained from Our Fits (See Section 3) with l
Denoting the Indices of the Legendre Polynomials Pl(cos θ) That Represent the Angular Dependence of the Potential

r V6,0 V6,2 V7,1 V7,3 V8,4 V9,5

1.65 18.62154 0.62830 −81.20027 −1.27329 4.35816 −61.11080
1.85 19.58438 0.75523 −75.33132 0.69718 0.31787 2.50351
2.05 20.90374 1.06060 −70.39766 2.72797 3.89982 290.03122
2.1322 21.22015 1.42621 −70.30271 4.75132 −22.07285 230.87453
2.20 21.83178 1.69050 −60.18380 3.94278 −45.09345 −1267.90953
2.25 22.09369 1.63455 −65.00574 4.60370 −20.28939 188.78523
2.45 23.80770 2.58206 −63.52498 4.47302 3.20559 247.74622
2.65 25.32512 3.50240 −64.28439 2.06188 −0.55607 −44.36051
2.85 25.56625 4.61577 −68.00236 0.90311 −9.14573 −85.05427
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∑ θ θ= | − |
n

V r R V r RRMSE
1

( , , ) ( , , )
p i j

p i j p i j
, ,

int
fit

int
ab initio 2

(8)

is 1.31 × 10−4 Eh for 2944 points in the short and middle range
(2.0 a0 ≤ R ≤ 10.0 a0). The RMSE relative to the mean
absolute values of Vint for each value of R in this range is 0.29%.
For the long range (R > 10.0 a0), the absolute RMSE is 2.66 ×
10−9 Eh for 585 points, and the relative RMSE is 0.20%. Second,
we calculated 684 additional random points to test the fit. With
the exclusion of the points with energy Vint > 0.1 Eh or bad T1
diagnostics (>0.085), 662 random points were used in this
analysis. The RMSE is 3.25 × 10−4 Eh over 294 points in the
short and middle range, and 2.61 × 10−8 Eh over 368 points in
the long-range; the overall relative RMSE is 0.56%.
The Fortran code to evaluate our 3D H−CO intermolecular

potential Vint(r,R,θ) and the accurate RKR potential VCO(r) is
made available as Supporting Information.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to check first for how large an r value we can still trust
the RHF-UCCSD(T)/CBS method used to compute our 3D
H−CO potential and how accurate the RHF-UCCSD(T)
potential is, we computed the vibrational levels and wave
functions of the free CO molecule on the empirical RKR
potential and on a potential computed for free CO by the same
RHF-UCCSD(T)/CBS method as used in the calculations on
H−CO. Figure 2 shows the two potentials; for all r up to 3.05

a0 they agree very well with each other. The calculations of the
vibrational states were performed with the sinc-function
discrete variable representation (sinc-DVR) method.45,46 The
vibrational wave function of CO with v = 15 is shown in Figure
2. With the vibrational wave functions obtained, we also
calculated the rotational constants Bv of the different vibrational
states v, and we compared the vibrational transition frequencies
Gv−Gv−1 and rotational constants Bv with the experimental
data.47,48 For v ≤ 15, the relative errors in Gv−Gv−1 from the
empirical RKR potential derived from these frequencies are less
than 0.001%; the errors in the ab initio results based on the

RHF-UCCSD(T) potential are less than 0.3%. The relative
errors in Bv with respect to the experimental values38,49 are less
than 0.02% for the RKR potential and less than 0.5% for the
RHF-UCCSD(T) potential. This assessment shows that the
RHF-UCCSD(T)/CBS method yields accurate potentials and
that it is still reliable up to r = 3.05 a0. Furthermore, it confirms
the accuracy of the semiclassical RKR potential, which is used
as a building block in our 3D H−CO potential.

4.1. Potential Surface. Figure 3 shows a 2D contour map
of the H−CO potential in milli-hartree (mEh) with r fixed at
the experimental equilibrium bond length38 re = 2.1322 a0 of
the free CO molecule. The minimum (with depth −26.58 mEh)
marked with the black cross occurs at R = 3.007 a0 and θ =
144.8°. The corresponding properties of the full 3D potential
VHCO are given in Table 2. The global minimum in the 3D
potential has a depth of −30.70 mEh and corresponds to a
stable HCO structure with RCH = 2.115 a0, r = 2.221 a0 and
∠HCO = 124.6° in valence coordinates. The corresponding
Jacobi coordinates are R = 3.021 a0 and θ = 144.8°. This
minimum is deeper by 4.12 mEh than the minimum in the 2D
potential with r fixed at re, and the CO bond is substantially
stretched. Table 2 shows that there is also shallow local
minimum corresponding to a metastable HOC structure with
energy +37.0 mEh. Table 3 lists the geometry and height of the
barrier to linearity (with θ = 180°). We find a barrier of 7.961
mEh located at r = 2.232 a0 and RCH = 2.019 a0 in valence
coordinates, which corresponds to R = 3.294 a0 in Jacobi
coordinates. Our results are in good agreement with previous
theoretical values of Werner et al. and Keller et al.9,10 and with
the values of Austin et al. and Johns et al.50,51 extracted from
experimental data (see Tables 2 and 3). It should be kept in
mind that the structure extracted from microwave spectra
corresponds to a vibrationally averaged geometry, while the
theoretical data in these tables refer to the equilibrium
geometry. A more direct comparison with experimental data
is made when we discuss the rotational constants obtained from
3D DVR calculations in Section 4.2. Our global HCO
minimum is slightly deeper than the minimum in the WKS
potential and about equally deep as that in the modified WKS
potential obtained by adjusting the WKS potential to some
experimental data. Also the local minimum at the metastable
HOC structure agrees well with that in the modified WKS
potential. Our barrier to linearity is somewhat lower than the
barriers in both these potentials. Table 4 gives the location and
height of the dissociation barrier of HCO into H + CO or,
equivalently, of the activation barrier of the association reaction.
This barrier occurs in our RHF-UCCSD(T) potential at nearly
the same geometry as in the WKS and modified WKS
potentials based on multiconfigurational CASSCF and MRCI
calculations. Our dissociation barrier is lower than in the WKS
potential and slightly higher than in the semiempirically
modified WKS potential. The experimental activation energy52

is lower than all of these theoretical values, but it was already
pointed out in ref 10 that the uncertainty in the measured value
is quite large. To illustrate some of the characteristics of our
potential more clearly, we display in Figure 4 two other cuts of
the 3D potential, with θ fixed at 144.8° (upper panel) and 180°
(lower panel). These cuts show the global minimum and the
saddle point at linearity.
At this point let us return to our discussion of the conical

intersections in the first paragraph of Section 2. Our RHF-
UCCSD(T) single-reference method cannot reproduce conical
intersections, where the potentials of multiple electronic states

Figure 2. Empirical RKR potential VCO(r) (solid line) and calculated
RHF-UCCSD(T) potential (dashed line), with the v = 15 vibrational
wave function calculated on the RKR potential.
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become degenerate, but we find a local maximum in our A′
potential close to the location of the lowest conical intersection
in the WKS potential of Werner et al.9 The height of this
maximum is not much lower than the energy of the conical
intersection in the WKS potential. Also at the locations of the
other conical intersections found in our CASSCF calculations,
we find local maxima in our potential fitted to the RHF-

UCCSD(T) calculations (see Figure 3). Furthermore, it was
found in ref 9 that for linear geometries with shorter C−H
bond lengths (and C−O bond lengths larger than the free CO
equilibrium distance), the energy of the 2Π state is lower than
that of the 2Σ state, so that the ground state A′ potential
becomes degenerate with the lowest A″ potential. The A″ state
goes up in energy when the system becomes nonlinear, and the
A′ state goes down, so the lowest energy where these states are
degenerate defines the barrier to linearity on the A′ potential.
Table 3 shows that the location of this barrier in our potential
based on RHF-UCCSD(T) calculations is similar to the
location of the barrier in the WKS potential based on CASSCF
and MRCI calculations. The barrier (0.217 eV = 1747 cm−1

above the H + CO limit) in our potential is 34% lower than the
barrier in the WKS potential, but only 19% lower than the
barrier in the semiempirically adjusted WKS potential. When
the energy of the system gets close to the height of this barrier
one must, in principle, include the effects of Renner−Teller
nonadiabatic coupling between the two degenerate electronic
states.
In order to test our potential in the long range, we calculated

integral cross sections for rotationally inelastic collisions of
ground state CO(j = 0) with H atoms into the final states of
CO with j′ = 1, 2, ..., 11. We applied the quantum close-
coupling method for collision energies of 400 and 800 cm−1,
and, in order to compare the results on our potential with cross

Figure 3. Contour plot of the VHCO potential (in mEh) with r fixed at the (experimental) equilibrium bond length re = 2.1322 a0 of free CO. Energy
zero is the energy of CO with bond length re and the H atom at infinite distance R. The black cross marks the minimum of depth −26.58 mEh at R =
3.007 a0 and θ = 144.8°, the green cross the barrier to linearity, and the blue cross the barrier to dissociation of H−CO. The red crosses show the
locations of the local maxima related to the conical intersections between the ground electronic state and the first excited state.

Table 2. Comparison of the Global HCO and Local HOC
Minima in Our Potential, in the WKS Potential,9 and in the
Modified WKS Potential,10 and Experimental Values from
Microwave Spectroscopy,50 in Valence Coordinates

WKS modified WKS our work exp.

Global HCO Minimum
RCH [a0] 2.112 2.110 2.115 2.098
r [a0] 2.234 2.233 2.221 2.213
∠HCO [deg] 124.5 124.5 124.6 127.4
VHCO [mEh] −28.9 −30.65 −30.70 −30.92 ± 0.3a

Local HOC Minimum
ROH [a0] 1.845
r [a0] 2.427
∠HOC [deg] 107.5
VHCO [mEh] 38.1 37.0

aObtained from the experimental value of D0
9,15 and the zero-point

vibrational energies of HCO and CO from our calculations.

Table 3. Comparison of the Barrier to Linearity (∠HCO =
180°) in Our Potential, in the WKS Potential,9 and in the
Modified WKS Potential,10 and Experimental Values from
Electronic Absorption Spectroscopy,51 in Valence
Coordinates

WKS modified WKS our work exp.a

RCH [a0] 2.003 2.007 2.019 2.013
r [a0] 2.250 2.248 2.232 2.234
VHCO [mEh] 12.0 9.853 7.961

aThe linear saddle point of the X̃2A′ state is equivalent to the
minimum of the Ã2A′′ state at linearity.

Table 4. Comparison of the Barrier for HCO → H + CO
Dissociation in Our Potential, in the WKS Potential,9 and in
the Modified WKS Potential,10 in Valence Coordinates, as
Well as the Experimental Activation Energy52

WKS modified WKS our work exp.

RCH [a0] 3.503 3.534 3.525
r [a0] 2.148 2.148 2.141
∠HCO [deg] 117.1 117.0 116.0
VHCO [mEh]

a 6.214 4.608 5.185 3.2 ± 0.6
aWith respect to H and CO at infinite distance and CO at its
equilibrium bond length.
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sections calculated on the 2D H−CO potentials of Shepler et
al.,23 CO was considered as a rigid rotor with r = 2.1322 a0 (or
2.20 a0 for the MRCI potential). The close-coupling equations
were solved with the renormalized Numerov propagator with R
ranging from 2.4 to 20 a0 in steps of 0.02 a0. The calculations
were repeated with the R grid extended to 30 a0 and steps of
0.05 a0, but the results were practically the same. The channel
basis included rotor functions of CO up to j = 20, and the
calculations were made for overall angular momenta J = 0−60.
Figure 5 shows for H−CO(j = 0 → j′) scattering that the
integral cross sections on our potential indeed show the
predicted53 propensity for even Δj transitions and are in close
agreement with the cross sections calculated on the 2D
CCSD(T) and MRCI potentials of Shepler et al.23 Since the
latter potentials were also calculated with special attention for
the accuracy in the long range, this confirms that also our
potential is accurate in that region.
4.2. Vibrational Frequencies and Rotational Con-

stants of HCO. A series of vibrational frequencies of HCO
was obtained from laser photoelectron spectroscopy of the
formyl anion by Murray et al.14 and with the use of dispersed
fluorescense and stimulated emission pumping spectroscopy of
HCO by Tobiason et al.8 The ground-state rotational and
distortion constants were measured by microwave spectrosco-
py50 and, later, by magnetic resonance far-infrared laser
spectroscopy.54,55 The best way to check our 3D H−CO
potential is to use it in accurate calculations of the rovibrational
states of HCO and directly compare the results with these
experimental data. Actually, the modified BBH potential6,7 is a
scaled version of the ab initio BBH potential,5 modified such
that the vibrational frequencies agree better with the
experimental data of.14,16 Similarly, the modified WKS
potential10 was obtained from the ab initio WKS potential9

by scaling to improve agreement with the more recent
vibrational frequencies of ref 8. The method that we used to

compute the vibrational states of HCO is the 3D DVR method
in Jacobi coordinates with the program of Tennyson et al.56

The radial Gauss−Laguerre quadrature grids contained 20
points in the r coordinate and 25 points in R. For the angle θ
we used 45 point Gauss−Legendre quadrature. In tests with
smaller and larger numbers of DVR grid points, we confirmed
that the vibrational levels are converged to about 0.001 cm−1

for the lower levels and to about 0.005 cm−1 for the levels at
5000 cm−1 above the zero-point level.
An important result from these calculations is the vibrational

zero-point energy of HCO. We mentioned above that the
binding energy De relative to the free H atom and the free CO
molecule at its equilibrium geometry is 30.6973 mEh = 0.8353
eV. The lowest level obtained from the 3D DVR calculations
lies 2794.95 cm−1 = 0.3465 eV above the global minimum in
the potential, in other words the vibrational zero-point energy
of HCO is 0.3465 eV. Since we also calculated the zero-point
vibrational energy of free CO, 0.1341 eV, we obtain the
dissociation energy D0 of H−CO: 0.623 eV. Two values of the
H−CO bond enthalpy at 298 K have been measured by
Chuang et al.15 and by Walsch, quoted in ref 9. If these
enthalpies are converted9 to 0 K bond energies, the D0 values
are 0.629 ± 0.008 eV and 0.603 ± 0.009 eV, respectively. Our
ab initio value agrees well with these data. The WKS potential
gave D0 = 0.569 eV9 and the empirically modified WKS
potential gave D0 = 0.620 eV.10

The vibrational frequencies from the 3D DVR calculations
for total angular momentum J = 0 are listed and compared with
the most recent experimental data8 in Table 5. The agreement
with the measured frequencies is good, nearly as good as for the
modified WKS potential and better than for the modified BBH
potentialboth these potentials were scaled to get agreement

Figure 4. Contour plots of the VHCO potential (in mEh) with θ fixed at
the equilibrium value of 144.8° (upper panel) and at 180° (linear
geometry, lower panel).

Figure 5. Integral cross sections for inelastic H−CO(v = 0, j = 0→ v =
0, j′) scattering at collision energies of 400 cm−1 (upper panel) and
800 cm−1 (lower panel), obtained from close-coupling calculations in
the rigid rotor approximation. For comparison with cross sections
calculated on the 2D potentials of Shepler et al.23 the CO bond length
r was fixed at 2.1322 a0 in our and in the CCSD(T) potential, while in
the MRCI potential r was fixed at 2.20 a0.
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with the experimental vibrational frequenciesand substan-
tially better than with the original ab initio WKS and BBH
potentials. Furthermore, we computed the levels for higher
rotational states of HCO, up to J = 6. Then, we extracted the
rotational constants A, B, C and the centrifugal distortion
constants ΔJ, ΔJK, ΔK of HCO in its vibrational ground state
from a fit of the rotational levels to the eigenvalues of the usual
semirigid rotor Hamiltonian for a prolate near-symmetric top
including centrifugal distortion

̂ = + ̂ + − + ̂

+ − ̂ + ̂ + Δ ̂ + Δ ̂ ̂ + Δ ̂
+ −

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
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B C J J
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J J
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( )
1
2

( )
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( )( ) J J

z

J JK z K z
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2 2

2 2 4 2 2 4

(9)

where J ̂ is the total angular momentum operator, Jẑ its
projection on the long (a) axis, and J±̂ are step-up and step-
down operators. The approximate quantum number K is the
eigenvalue of Jẑ. We did not include off-diagonal centrifugal
distortion terms, because their effect on the energy levels is
smaller than the remaining convergence error of the rotational
levels calculated. It turned out that ΔJ and ΔJK are also very
small (as they are experimentally54) and not well converged;
the distortion constant ΔK is significant, however.
Table 6 gives the results and their comparison with the

experimental data.54,55 Small variations occur in the values of A,
B, and C fit to our rotational levels, depending on the highest J

value for which these levels were included in the fit. Also spin−
orbit coupling constants were fitted to the measured
spectra54,55 of ground state HCO(X̃2A′), but we did not
include spin−orbit coupling in our calculations of the
rovibrational levels, so we cannot compare these parameters.
The rotational constants A, B, C and the relatively large
centrifugal distortion constant ΔK extracted from the rotational
levels agree very well with the experimental data. It is easily
checked, for example, that the small discrepancy of 0.5% in the
value of A corresponds to a change of ∠HCO of only 0.1°. Also
the rotational constants calculated with the assumption that
HCO is fixed at its equilibrium geometry, with RCH = 2.115 a0, r
= 2.221 a0, and ∠HCO = 124.6°, are included in Table 6. The
deviations between these equilibrium geometry values and the
values from the full 3D calculations are larger than the
differences between the latter and the experimental values. This
illustrates that the direct comparison of the rotational constants
calculated for the vibrational ground state with the correspond-
ing experimental data is to be preferred over the comparison of
geometric parameters extracted from spectroscopic data, as
shown in Table 2. The agreement with the experimental
vibrational frequencies and rotational constants, obtained
directly with our 3D ab initio potential surface without any
adaptation, demonstrates that this potential is indeed accurate.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We constructed an accurate analytical 3D potential energy
surface for the H−CO(X̃2A′) complex based on high-level
RHF-UCCSD(T)/CBS ab initio calculations. Both by extend-
ing the calculated data points to large values of the H−CO
distance R and by taking special care in the fit procedure, we
ensured that this potential is also accurate in the long-range
region. This will be important for the application of the
potential in calculating H−CO inelastic collision cross sections,
especially at lower energies. Integral cross sections for
rotationally inelastic H−CO(j = 0 → j′) collisions were
obtained with the close-coupling method. The CO molecule
was considered as a rigid rotor, in order to be able to compare
the results with cross sections calculated on two different 2D
potentials for H−CO. The agreement is very good, which
confirms that our potential is accurate in the long-range.
Furthermore, we applied our potential in calculations of the
rovibrational states of HCO with the use of a 3D DVR method.
The ab initio dissociation energy D0 = 0.623 eV obtained from
this calculation agrees well with experimental data. Also, the
vibrational levels resulting from the DVR calculations are in
good agreement with experimental data, better than those from
previous ab initio potentials and nearly as good as those from
the semiempirical “modified WKS potential” that was scaled for
better agreement with these vibrational levels. From the
rotational levels of HCO in its vibrational ground state for
total angular momentum J = 0−6 we extracted the rotational
constants A, B, C, and the dominant centrifugal distortion
constant ΔK. Also, they agree well with measured data. This
confirms that our potential is also accurate in the region of the
potential well.
Further studies are planned to investigate vibration−rotation

inelastic collision processes. Integral and differential cross
sections will be obtained from full 3D close-coupling
calculations. The differential cross sections will be compared
with results from crossed beam experiments combined with
velocity map imaging that will soon be performed. The integral

Table 5. Calculated and Experimental Vibrational Term
Energies (in cm−1) of the Bound Levels of X̃2A′ HCO (J =
0)a

assignment experimental calculated deviation

(0,0,1) 1080.76 1079.6 −0.11%
(0,1,0) 1868.17 1871.6 0.18%
(0,0,2) 2142 2145.2 0.15%
(1,0,0) 2434.48 2428.5 −0.25%
(0,1,1) 2942 2950.0 0.27%
(0,0,3) 3171 3186.2 0.48%
(1,0,1) 3476 3464.1 −0.34%
(0,2,0) 3709 3719.0 0.27%
(0,1,2) 3997 4013.1 0.40%
(0,0,4) 4209* 4195.7 −0.32%
(1,1,0) 4302 4301.5 −0.01%
(1,0,2) 4501* 4478.7 −0.50%
(2,0,0) 4570* 4546.0 −0.53%
(0,2,1) 4783.2 4797.2 0.29%

aMost of the experimental data are from Tobiason et al.,8 the data
marked with * are from Rumbles et al.17 The assignment (v1,v2,v3) is in
terms of the CH stretch level v1, the CO stretch level v2, and the
∠HCO bend quantum number v3.

Table 6. Calculated and Experimental54,55 Rotational and
Distortion Constants (in cm−1) of X̃2A′ HCO in Its
Vibrational Ground (v1,v2,v3) = (0,0,0) State

Jmax Kmax A B C 103ΔK fit error

4 4 24.4804 1.4945 1.4030 29.4453 0.012
5 5 24.4640 1.4955 1.4045 27.9362 0.041
6 6 24.4392 1.4971 1.4066 26.3809 0.100
experiment 24.3296 1.4940 1.3987 31.4042(57)
equilibrium
structure

24.2667 1.4968 1.4099
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cross sections and rate constants will be used in modeling
astrophysical processes.
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